HARVARD DEFEATS ENGINEER SEXTET BY SCORE OF 7-2
Superior Crimson Teamwork Outstanding Feature Of Fast Game
PETERSON SCORES GOALS

Incredible goal score last night in the match between Harvard and Engineer Sextet was scored by Mr. W. Peterson. Harvard led 2-0 after the first half. Harvard's strategy was to keep the ball in the Engineer's defense and use the Harvard's quick counterattacks.

Grave Walking Initiate Arrested in Cemetery

A grave walking initiate was arrested yesterday in the Boston Police court on a charge of grave walking. The initiate was debarred from attending any Harvard University events for the next two weeks. The initiate was also ordered to pay a fine of $50.

KEEN COMPETITION IS PREDICTED FOR MEET ON BOARDS

Handicap Will Be Cut Down To Give All Men Equal Opportunity

Seven Races Scheduled

With two weeks of intense work in the Tiger valley, Harvard engineered a record-breaking meet. The meet will feature seven races, including the 2-mile, 2-minute, 30-yard, and 1-mile. The races will be held on Friday, and all members of the Harvard team are expected to participate.

Crewmen Urged To Foster Friendship Among Themselves

Sutherland, Haines, MacLeod Speak At Annual Banquet Of Rowing

Good fellowship and a spirit of friendship among the members of the rowing crew are essential for success during the season. Mr. W. H. Hill, the captain of the Harvard crew, made this point in his speech at the annual banquet.

W. J. Pratt, President of the crew, closed the meeting with a speech in which he stressed the importance of equality among the members.

The meet is scheduled to start at 3 o'clock on Friday.

EVEN RACES SCHEDULED

DECIDING GRIDIRON BATTLE TOMORROW

Altogether, 11 teams will engage in the event. The teams are: Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Princeton, Columbia, Cornell, Pennsylvania, Brown, Johns Hopkins, and Washington University.

Graves in Boston City Cemetery

The graves in Boston City Cemetery were a topic of discussion yesterday morning when the Harvard University crew was practicing. Harvard had been practicing for the meet in a nearby river, but the Harvard crew was not allowed to practice in the river due to the presence of graves.

Aerodynamics and the Wind Tunnel

The accuracy of wind tunnel testing on models of airfoils, disks, spheres, etc., is of great importance to aeronautical research projects. The wind tunnel is a device to improve the accuracy of these tests.

Lack of Geographical Data

Lack of geographical data is a major problem in the field of geology, especially in states with complex topography. The causes of the problems have been described as a "politico-geographical" obstruction.

Chemists Plan Soap Factory Inspection
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Teams Prized For Deciding Gridiron Battle Tomorrow

Pi Delta Epsilon Championship At Stake As THE TECH Encounters T. E. N.

Hard Battle Expected

Two excellent football teams will meet in this year's final game of the Pi Delta Epsilon championship. The teams are: Harvard and the University of Maryland. The game will be held on Saturday, and it is expected to be a close one.

The Hills Reservoir is threatened by a power plant which is being built on the site.

Ward's Popularity Often Puts Him Ahead

Mr. W. H. Ward, the standing president of the Harvard University Boat Club, is a favorite among the students. His popularity is often reflected in his status as an "outside" candidate for the presidency. Ward's success is attributed to his ability to work well with others and his personal charm.

Teacher Returns From South America

Mr. W. H. Hill, the captain of the Harvard crew, returned to campus last night after a successful trip to South America. Hill spent two weeks in the region and returned with many interesting stories and experiences.